
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HURRAY! IT'S TIME FOR FUN AND PLAY! 

IT'S TIME FOR HOLIDAYS!! 

Longer days and shorter nights 

Dark shades & brighter lights 

Favourite music & best friends 

Keep away pencils keep away pens.  

Make these days the time of 

your life And make the nights 

just as right This time only 

comes once a year 

So live it up without inhibition and fear. 

This summer break try and make a difference 

 Appreciate Nature - Go for long walks in a park or garden with your family and 

friends. 

 Save Nature-Contribute to save our precious environment. Minimize the wastage 

of resources like water, fuel and electricity. 

 

INSTRUCTION FOR STUDENTS:- 

 Eat healthy food and drink lots of water & juices. 

 Make your own time table for summer vacations and get it laminated. 

Time 

 

Activity 

 

8:00am-8:30am 

 

Wake up, brush teeth, take bath 

 

 

 Prepare yourself throughout for UT-II to be held in July  

 (Refer to UT-II Syllabus for the same). 

GUIDELINES FOR THE PARENTS:- 

 Spend some quality time with your kids. Have at least one time meal with them. 

Take them to the park and share your childhood experiences  with them. 

 Encourage your child to cultivate the reading habit. Get some story books of 

their choice to read. 

 Involve your child in some household chores like laying the table, watering the 

plants, washing their own plates, cleaning their cupboards etc. to give them first 

hand experience in becoming more confident and responsible. 

 Encourage your child to do their homework on their own but... under your 

guidance.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Q.1The more words you know, the more clearly and powerfully you 

       will think.. and the more ideas you will invite into your mind. 

       So, let’s prepare a dictionary, having a minimum of 3 words of each letter  

       with meaning to enhance vocabulary. Cover it with a beautiful cover and 

       put a bookmark in it with a moral value written on it. Refer to the you tube     

       video links shared: 
https://youtu.be/hesvlQwqZR0 

https://youtu.be/L3ka5zd9oNE 

OR 

Folktales help children study other cultural traditions, model 

positive character traits, learn about the consequences of 

decision making and even develop stronger reading skills. 

Read the folktale "Tapta" from Manipur( link is shared below).Choose any one 

character from the story and draw its Character Sketch describing it on an A4 

size coloured sheet. 

 
  https://storymirror.com/read/english/story/tapta-a-manipur-folk-tale/lru1graz?ref=/read/english/story/tapta-a-                

  manipur-folk-tale/lru1graz 

 

   Q.2 Do the provided worksheet. 

   Q.3 To develop a neat and beautiful handwriting style, complete 

          cursive book  page no:- 19-23 in cursive handwriting book. 
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      Q1. 3 D Shapes are fat not flat.  

A cone is like a party cap 

A sphere is a like a bouncy ball. 

A prism is like a building tall  

A cylinder is like a canpop 

A cube is like dice, you drop. 

3D shapes are here and there 

3D shapes are everywhere! 

 

      Roll No.(1-15) Let's set a battle field where the angry birds can fight  

      Be creative and make any 4 models of beautiful "Angry birds" that   

      are shown in picture using the material readily available like charts,  

fevicol, googly eyes and cardboards. 

      Refer the given youtube link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_rRUhFC8Wc 

Also answer the following questions based on your model in Math 

Notebook. 

 

A. What number of vertices a cube or cuboid has? 

B. Give 3-4 examples of cone shape you see in your daily life. 

C. You have prepared many 3-D shapes to build the army of Angry    

     birds. Sort these birds that can roll and slide. 

D.Which 2-D shape have you used-  

     i)  to prepare a cylinder? 

     ii)  to prepare a cone? 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_rRUhFC8Wc


 

 

 

 

      

 

   Roll No.(16-32) Let's build a castle for yourself. Use your creativity   

     to prepare a model of castle with 3D shapes as shown in picture   

     using the material readily available like charts, fevicol and 

     cardboards. 

Refer the given youtube link  

https://youtu.be/PKudkQEg__k 

 Also answer the following questions based on your model in Math     

 Notebook. 

 

 A. Count and write the number of flat surfaces. 

 B. You have prepared many 3-D shapes to build your castle. Sort the    

     shapes that can roll and slide. 

 C. Which 2-D shape you have used  

  i)  to prepare a cylinder? 

 ii)  to prepare a cone? 

 D. Count the number of cylinders ,cones ,cubes or cuboid. 

 

Q2 Using different seeds and cereals let's expand the numbers. Use    

      Rajma seeds for Hundreds, any pulses for tens and fenugreek     

      (Methi) seeds for ones to expand the given numbers on a flat  

      surface(Table, floor etc.) and click picture. Take a printout of the  

      picture and paste it in Math Notebook. 

 (a) 481          (b) 789     (C) 251  (d) 789  (e)108   (f) 111 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/PKudkQEg__k


 

 

      

      

 

      

     Q3. Do the provided worksheet.  

     Q.4 Imphal is the capital of Manipur. The best time to visit this   

           place is in June. But pack your gumboots, umbrella and  

           raincoats with you because June is the month of Rainy season  

           there .  

           Given is the data of average rainfall forecast of 6 months.  

           Read this data carefully and answer the following question in   

           your Math notebook.  

  

Month Rainfall (mm) 

March 18 mm 

April 63 mm 

May 117 mm 

June 221 mm 

July 253 mm 

August 13 mm 

    

    a) In which month does Imphal receive the maximum rainfall? 

    b) In which month does Imphal receive the least/ minimum rainfall? 

    c) what is the difference of rainfall Imphal receives in the month of       

        March and June ?  

    d) Arrange the months in ascending order in accordance of their   

        rainfall.  
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   Q 1. Choose any two birds. Paste the pictures of their beaks, claws, feathers 

            and write their adaptive features on an A3 size sheet in the given format. 

 

   Q 2. Insects have different life cycles. Most insects look different a different  

            stages of their lives. Make a model on the life cycle of any insect or        

           animal (e.g. grasshopper, butterfly, silkworm, ant, frog, hen ) using grains   

           of rice, beads, pasta, straw, pompoms, shells, tissue papers, etc. (Materials  

           may also differ than the given ones).Also label its different stages.  

           Few samples are shared below for your reference. 
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Bird Feathers Beak Claws Adaptive 

features 

     

     


